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Abstract
In this paper, we present a case study on ap-
plying our novel, agile workflow technology
in a process-oriented knowledge management
approach to Silicon Image’s real chip design
project MARVIN. The subjects of interest are
whether the technology is powerful and flexible
enough to represent the design flow of MAR-
VIN, whether the prototypical implementation
can handle MARVIN’s change requests, and how
the chip design experts assess the benefits and
potentials of applying such a technology to their
area of expertise.

1 Introduction
According to Moore’s law, the number of transistors on a
chip should double in each technology generation[Jansen,
2001, p. 1]. For more than 30 years, the market devel-
opment is in full compliance with this law. The rapidly
growing number of components (design units) that can be
integrated on a single chip has a strong impact on the de-
sign process, which is getting increasingly complex. At
the same time, chip design processes are on a tight time-to-
market schedule. Each delay of delivery causes raised costs
or even the danger to forfeit a market segment. A large
number of people and tools is required in order to remain
on schedule. Under the constraints of process complexity
and time pressure, it is a very difficult task to handle change
requests, i.e. to deal with modifications of the customer re-
quirements or of the internal goals and conditions of a chip
design process. Conventional change request documents
alone are not any more a good instrument for not loosing
control over the processes. A process-oriented knowledge
management approach that employs novel, agile workflow
technology[Minor, 2008] promises relief. It supports the
team members of chip design projects by enacting a struc-
tured workflow based on a step to step description of the
design process calleddesign flow. In contrast to a conven-
tional workflow, the agile workflow remains flexible when
being enacted so that it can be adapted structurally when-
ever change requests occur.

In this paper, we present the results of a case study that
we conducted on applying agile workflow technology at
Silicon Image GmbH in spring 2008. The paper is orga-
nized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly introduce the
novel, agile workflow technology based on our previous
work. In Section 3, we describe the setup of the case study
including a description of the regarded chip design project
MARVIN. Furthermore, the results of the case study are
given. Finally, Section 4 discusses the results.

2 Agile workflow technology
Workflowsare ‘the automation of a business process, in
whole or part, during which documents, information or
tasks are passed from one participant to another for ac-
tion, according to a set of procedural rules’[WFMC, 1999,
p. 8]. A workflow management system’defines, cre-
ates and manages the execution of workflows through the
use of software, running on one or more workflow en-
gines, which is able to interpret the process definition,
interact with workflow participants and, where required,
invoke the use of IT tools and applications’[WFMC,
1999, p. 9]. Agile workflow technology[Weber, 2005;
Minor, 2008] is a novel workflow technology that allows
the adaptation of ongoing workflows. Our approach fo-
cusses on ad-hoc changes and late modelling of already en-
actedworkflow instancesthat have been derived from pro-
cess templates calledworkflow definitions.

Figure 1: Clipping of a workflow definition for a chip de-
sign flow.

Figure 2: Clipping of the ongoing MARVIN design flow.

Figure 1 depicts a clipping of our prototypical workflow



modelling tool with a part of a sample workflow defini-
tion that specifies the design flow. It is in UML activity
diagram notation[Stoerrle, 2005]. The sequential activ-
ities ’Project planning’ and ’Customer requirement spec-
ification’ are followed by the activities for designing the
building blocks of a chip (design units) in parallel to those
for integrating the design units on a single chip (’Top-level
project execution’). The ’Dummy design unit’ is a place-
holder for a sub-workflow that is supposed to be replaced
later on. Figure 2 shows the real design units of the sam-
ple chip design project MARVIN (see Section 3.1). MAR-
VIN’s design units have been specified during the ’Project
planning’ activity. This replacement of the ’Dummy de-
sign unit’ is a sample for late modelling. Typical ad-hoc
changes are, for instance to re-order some parts of a work-
flow instance or to insert an additional activity.

2.1 Workflow modelling language
We have specified a control-flow-orientedworkflow model-
ing language for agile workflows. The language has the five
basic control flow elements sequence, AND-split, AND-
join, XOR-split, and XOR-join, and also loops. We regard
loops as structured cycles with one entry point to the loop
(the control flow element LOOP-join) and one exit point
from the loop (the control flow element LOOP-split).

For adaptability reasons, we have created two more con-
trol flow elements: breakpoints and placeholder for sub-
workflows. Breakpoints are necessary for the control of
modifications in a workflow instance concurrently to the
execution. Setting a breakpoint prevents the workflow en-
gine from overrunning activities that are about to be mod-
ified. Placeholder for sub-workflows stand for a reference
to another workflow instance that is enacted when the con-
trol flow reaches the placeholder. For further details on the
modeling language, we refer to the literature[Minor, 2008].

2.2 Workflow management system
The workflow modeling language facilitates the agility
within workflows. This leads to new requirements for the
workflow execution that can not be met by traditional work-
flow enactmentservices. The two additional control flow
elements introduced for breakpoints and for sub-workflows
need to be handled. Furthermore, the loop blocks require
a special treatment since an adaptation of an ongoing loop
may lead to different iterations of the same loop.

We implemented a prototype of an agile workflow man-
agement system (WFMS) supporting the above require-
ments. Its architecture is depicted in Figure 3. The WFMS
consists of three parts: the user interfaces, the workflow en-
actment service with the underlying data access layer, and
the test engine.

The user interfaces are the following:

• The modelling tool provides a graphical user interface
to create and adapt agile workflows.

• The work list shows the activities that have been as-
signed to a particular user and notifies the workflow
enactment service when an activity has been finished.

• The admin tool is for administrative purposes like
restarting the workflow enactment service.

The workflow enactment service consists of the follow-
ing sub-components:

• The communication broker uses Web technology for
bi-directional message transfer.

Figure 3: Architecture of the WFMS.

• The core of the workflow enactment service consists
of an agile workflow engine and an engine manager.
They control the execution and adaptation of the agile
workflows.

• The persistency management cares for the consistent
and persistent storage of the workflow instances at
run-time.

• The work list handler manages a role model.

• The workflow definition handler provides workflow
templates.

The test engine for the left hand side of the architecture
contains the following sub-components:

• The introspection tool monitors the internal execution
and control flow of the agile workflow engine. It al-
lows also to modify a workflow instance for debug-
ging purposes.

• The JUnit tests are for further testing activities.

The prototypical implementation has been used for con-
ducting the case study. Additionally, it has been one of the
subjects of interest during the case study.

3 Setup and results of the case study
Proof of concept is the primary goal of the case study. This
includes a first assessment of the benefits and potential of
applying agile workflow technology to chip design.

The research questions cornerning the novel, agile work-
flow technology have been the following:

• Will the workflow modelling language be powerful
and flexible enough to describe the design flow of a
real chip design project?

• To what extent will the prototypical implementation
of the agile WFMS be able to deal with the process
adaptations due to change requests?

• How will the chip designers appraise the benefits and
future potential of agile workflow technology?

We investigated the first two topics by means of the real
chip design project MARVIN that will be described in the
following. The third question was answered by the chip
experts via a subsequent questionnaire.



3.1 MARVIN
The Megapixel Camera Interface DesignObjectTM (MAR-
VIN) is a camera interface supporting up to 12.6 megapixel
video and still picture input data. It is mass-produced,
for instance for mobile phones with integrated cameras.
MARVIN can easily be adapted to lower or higher im-
age resolution, for instance for saving gate count or mem-
ory. Different MARVIN implementations (MARVIN-
3MP, MARVIN-5MP, MARVIN-12MP) are available. For
our experiments, we have chosen a MARVIN adaptation
project with a duration of twelve months. Five developers
worked part-time at this project with an overall effort of
about three man-months.

Figure 4: Block diagram of the MARVIN camera interface.

Figure 4 depicts a block diagram with MARVIN’s de-
sign units. The chain contains image processing, scaling
and compression functions: The Image Signal Processing
(ISP) block samples the image received via the camera in-
put. The Color Processing module (Color Proc) is designed
for color adjustments. A set of image effects (Img Eff) is
supported like sepia, grayscale, negative, or sketch. The
superimpose (SI) module overlays an image with a bitmap
from the main memory in order to give resize support. The
Y/C Splitter module (Y/C split) separates the pixel data into
their luminance and chrominance components. The scaler
(Scale) down-scales the image to the resolution needed for
capturing, viewfinding or encoding. The scaler uses sep-
arate scaling engines for luminance and chrominance pro-
cessing. The hardware JPEG encoder (JPEG Enc.) pro-
duces a JPEG data stream. The control unit (Ctrl) allows
the host CPU access to a set of configuration registers. The
memory interface (MI) is responsible for writing the image
data stream color component separated into system mem-
ory.

3.2 Change requests
We investigated the initial design flow and the seven change
requests that occurred during the MARVIN adaptation
project. A sample change request was that during run-
ning the validation software it turned out that a lookup ta-
ble has been designed too small. The real test data from
the customer required a bigger table than he had specified
before. The validation happens quite late during project
execution namely when preliminary syntheses results (syn-
thesis = transformation of the logical description into a chip
layout including the placement of gates) of all design units
are available. So, integrating this change request with the

nearly completed design process was a difficult task. The
ongoing design steps refining the particular design units
had to be coordinated with the augmentation of the lookup
table. We studied for all change requests including this
sample whether it could be handled by both the modelling
language and the prototypical WFMS.

3.3 Results of the case study
The results of applying the agile workflow technology to
MARVIN’s change requests have been the following: The
workflow modeling language is powerful enough to repre-
sent the initial MARVIN design flow and its multiple adap-
tation due to the change requests (compare the dark bars
in Figure 5). The light grey bars show to what extent the
prototypical WFMS is able to deal with the workflow adap-
tations. The above sample change request was solved by
an additional parallel branch in the AND block depicted
in Figure 2. This branch describes the activities in order
to resize the lookup table. As these activities have not been
blocking the ongoing refinement of design units, a synchro-
nisation of the results was not necessary explicitly but was
done in conjunction with the second run of the validation
software. As Figure 5 shows, the implementation was not
fully able to handle the changes in two cases: In change
request 6, the implementation of the modelling GUI had
problems to display the second iteration of a loop correctly
so that it could not be adapted appropriately. However, the
introspection tool was able to modify the second iteration,
and the workflow enactment service executed it correctly.
In change request 7, a modeling mistake in the template led
to a missing loop. Instead of repeating a part of the work-
flow, it had to be copied. This turned out to be a laborious
task as copy and paste is not yet supported by the modelling
tool.

Figure 5: Powerfulness of language and capability of
WFMS to handle change requests.

The expert answers to the questionnaire led to the fol-
lowing main insights:

a) There is a potential of the agile workflow technology
to decrease the efforts for coordinating large teams.

b) There is a potential of the agile workflow technol-
ogy to improve the inter-organisational co-operation
in longtime collaborations.

c) The technology is not yet mature enough to handle all
change requests without any problems.

ad a): The estimated time spent for coordination in chip
design projects is 10 to 20 % of the overall efforts. A chip



expert saw a potential for the agile technology to reduce
these efforts especially for large teams and for the integra-
tion of new staff members.

ad b): The application of agile workflow technology for
the collaboration with customers was assessed positively
for longtime relationships only. For shorttime customers,
the efforts were expected to beat the benefits.

ad c): The experts criticized the maturity of the proto-
type concerning unexpected loops. This was in accordance
to the above observations with the missing copy and paste
support for handling change request 7. Alternatively, we
will think about a new feature to insert loops that go to
the past. However, this would require major implementa-
tion efforts as our prototype does not allow changes of the
’past’ except for inserting an additional branch into an ac-
tive AND block.

4 Discussion and conclusion
The results of applying agile workflow technology to the
chip design project MARVIN in a case study are satisfac-
tory. The case study including the handling of real change
requests and a subsequent questionnaire to the experts has
been successful. It has shown that our concepts of novel,
agile workflow technology are applicable to chip design
processes and have promising potentials. The prototypi-
cal implementation is working in principle but should fur-
ther mature, for instance requires an increased usability by
a copy and past support. The chip experts identified the
biggest, potential benefits of our approach in a) an increas-
ing productivity by decreased coordination efforts and b)
an improvement of the position in competition by better
longtime customer relationships.

The case study is an important step towards a commer-
cial development of an agile WFMS based on the above
presented concepts, towards the transfer of our approach
from the chip design area to further application areas, and
towards the development of further methods and concepts
of agile workflow technology. For first extensions con-
cerning the support of change reuse we refer to the liter-
ature[Minor, 2008]. Our future vision includes an auto-
matic adaptation of workflow instances based on experi-
ences from handling previous change requests.
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